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LEADERSHIP IS A CHOICE. 
It happens when someone steps
up and causes a change to
happen. 
It happens when someone
enrolls other people to 
help them make that change.

7 Mandates of Leadership
The course is built around 7 surprising leadership mandates that challenge conventional wisdom.
Through interactive presentations, exercises and reflection sessions, Sohail will introduce you to
ideas that will help you lead people to dance on the edge of possibility. You’ll learn why authority is
different than responsibility, why future change makers need to master leadership rather than
management, and why new types of work demand new types of leadership.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
This program is designed for mid to senior-level
managers seeking a more inspiring way of
thinking about their role and the potential
impact they can have in their organization and
in society.

Fundamentals: Leadership is Not Management

Mandate 1: Responsibility, Not Authority
Mandate 2: Selling the Dream
Mandate 3: Solving Interesting Problems
Mandate 4: Making Change Happen
Mandate 5: Practical Empathy
Mandate 6: Culture Custodianship
Mandate 7: Enrolment & Sustainability
Applying 7 Mandates to your unique leadership
situation 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN?

What the leadership choice is capable of
accomplishing, what it means, and how to
get there. 
Distinguish between leaders and manager's
(in a way that makes sense)
How to inspire high performance
Why nurture is not the same as butcher and
how to make development a voluntary
process
Demystifying collaboration obstacles
Making change happen, and embracing
change as the way of work
How leadership becomes part of culture

THIS PROGRAM WILL HELP YOU:

PROGRAM FACILITATOR
Sohail Zindani
https://www.learningmindsgroup.com/sohail-zindani/ 

WHAT YOU GET?
7 Mandates Assessment, Learning Journal, 7
Mandates Cards, Certificate of participation,
Post program Learning Material and an
exclusive GIFT. 

* PKR 40,000/- per participant + sales tax
Register 5 delegates and 6th delegate
attends for FREE

For registration and queries: 
Tel: +92-335-0327788    |    Email: events@learningmindsgroup.com
Website: www.learningmindsgroup.com/upcoming-events/


